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1. Introduction

An important function of a compiler is to provide inJormation about errors

in the source prograrn, in order to reduce the time a progranuner spends on

removing those errors. An ideal cornpiler detects all syntax errors, and atl

semantic errors detectable at compile-time, gives an accurate and helpful mes-

sage for each, and gives no other error messages fHorningza]. For syntactic

errors, thj-s implies that the parser should recover from each error and continue

parsing from the point of error,

Good error recovery may be expensive to implement and inefficienr or

impractical to use' Automatic construction of error recovery schemes, uslng

formal methods developed from formal rnethods for syntax analysis, frees the

human implementer from this task. Practical schemes must lirnit time spent in
recovery and space occupied by the parser.

LR parsers beiong to the class of shift-reduee parsing algorithms which

includes algorithms for operator precedence grammars, simple preeedence

grarnmars and uniquely invertible weak precedence granunars [Ahoz2b]. Ttre

LR(k) grarnmars are the context-free gramrnars that can be parsed bottom-up

using a deterministic push-down automaton with k-symbol lookahead. The

advantages of using LR parsers are that the LR(k) class of grarnmars includes all
other grammars which can be parsed by shift-reduce algorithms; LR parsers are

efiicient practical tools and can fs generated automatically; they detect syntax
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errors as soon as possible in a left-to-right scan of the input string, i.e. at the

point at which the scanned input forms a prefix of a sentence but its concatena-

tion with the next input symbol does not (the correct preflx property); LR

parsers parse a string of length n in tirne O(n).

2. Notation

'We assume famitiarity with the operation and construction of LR parsers as

in [Aho??]. We use the following notations and conventions. &ornntar sywtbok

are terminals and non-terminals, A, B, C denote single non-terminals; a, b, c

denote single terminals; a, F,7 denote strings of grammar symbols. Acontert-

free grarnrruor G is a tuple (T, N, S, P) where T is the set of terminals, N the set of

non-terminals, S e N the start symbol, P the set of productions. The inyd uoca-

bulary T u N is denoted by V. A production is a pair (A, 
"), 

written A - a, where

A € N, a € f. An l,R parser M is a tuple (K, go, X, F, VJ where K is the set of

parser states, qs the start state, X the state transition function: K x V - K, F the

set of final states, V the input vocabulary. lf aAY is a string and A -+ p is a pro-

duction, we write aAZ '+ ap7 and say aA7 d:Lrectl'g deri'ues aB7, We use $ and

5 to denote the reflexive and transitive closure and transitive closure of this

relation, A sequence of strings 4s, d1,,,,, an such that ai-r * al for 1< i < n is a

d.ertuati,on of a' from ao. A rightrnost deri.uatinn is a derivation in which aL each

stage the rightmost non-terrninal is replaced. A, sententinJ {or"rn is the sLart

syrnbol or a string derivable from the start symbol. Aright-sententinl for-ntrs a

sentential form in a rightmost derivation. A sentence generated by the gram-

rnar is a sentential form containing terminals only. The Languoge L(G) gen-

erated by a grammar G is the set of sentences generated by G.
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3. Overview

Thls paper reviews some recent work on practical error recovery schemes

for LR parsers, and sorne important older work. A simple method for error

recovery in LR parsers [Aho?4], implemented in Yacc fJohnson?Ba], augments

the grammar with productions involving a special error token. On error, the

parser pops its stack until eror is a legal token, and restarts. A more sophisti-

cated error recovery scheme for all bottom-up parsers makes a backryard move

and a forward move from the point of error detection, to estabiish more context

[Graham?5], In an implementation in a simple precedence parser, correction

by replacernent of sequences of input tokens is made, choosing the appropriate

correction by a weighted minimum distance measure.

Various adaptations of the Graham and Rhodes scheme are made for LR

parsers, An exLension to Simple l,R parsers adds states to the parser to obtain

more context beyond a.rt error; this context is used to restarl the parser,

without rnaking any correction to the parse stack fDruseikis?6]. Recovery

states that obtain context are also added to general LR parsers in fPennello?B],

the context then being used to make a repair. The repair is a local correction

involving a single terminal deletion, insertion or replacement in the input. Local

corrections are also used in schemes for LALR(l) parsers by Graham, Haley and

Joy fGraham?9] and Burke and Fisher fBurke8e], These schemes have to choose

between alternative corrections, the forrner using a cost rneasure and the latter

making an arbitrary choice. lYhen local corections fail to repair the input satis-

factorily, a second strategy for error recovery is ernployed involving stack

reeonfi"guration and deletion of input tokens. To eontrol this, error productions

and "beacon" tokens are used in [Graham?9] and tokens which close scope are

used in lBurke82]. A similar strategy using keywords is given by Pai and

Kieburtz IPaiB0].

I-
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These strategies for secondary error recovery are forms of. phra,seleuel

Tecouerg, in which recovery actions are taken that have the efiect of reducing

the parse stack fleinius?O]. Ttre parser replaces a string of tokens containing

an error with a locally-correct non-terminal, that is one which enables parsing to

proceed on the remaining input string. Phrase-level recovery forms the basis

for an autornatic technique implemented in the compiler-writing system HLP

ISippuBS]: the basic strategy is generalized to include local corrections.

4. Asimple scheme

LR parsers could adopt many different strategies for error recovery by

replacing each error entry in each state with an error correction routine

[Aho??], The context supplied by the set of items for each state may enable

construction of sophisticated error recovery routines. One simple method for

error recovery uses a terrninal symbol error and error productions of the form

A -r er:ror for selected non-terminals lAho?4], When the parser detects an error,

it announces this and replaces the curuent input token with error. States are

removed from the stack until the top state is one which can shift the error

token. The parser then shifts ernor and reduces by the appropriate production

A -+ error,

The irnplementer of the parser may choose to write a routine to be associ-

ated I'ith this production, such as a routine which skips input until the nexL

input token is a vaiid last syrnbol for a string generated by A or a valid first sym-

bol for a string that can follow A in a senlential form,

A parser-generator can be implemented which generates automatically the

emor recovery productions for a specified set of non-terminals. The parser

proceeds as above. Ttre handwritten routines associated with error productions

are replaced by actions where the parser automatically skips input until it

meets an input symbol which enables a legal parsing action. In effect, the
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parser assumes that the error occurred while it was looking for a phrase to

reduce to non-terminal A; the recovery action implies that the pa.rser has found

such a ohrase.

Some schernes may produce a flood of spurious error messages, and a pos-

sible solution is for the parser to suppress these until a number of successful

shift actions have been performed.

A scheme based on this simple method, using a terminal symbol error in

some productions, is implemented in the popular parser-generator Yacc

fJohnson?Ba]. In a grarnmar supplied as input to Yacc, error can be used in pro-

ductions to suggest where errors are expected and recovery may occur. 'When

the parser produced by Yacc eneounters an error, it pops the parse stack until

it reaches a state where error is a legal token. It behaves as if error is the next

input token and takes the action associated with the appropriate production. It

then sets the next input token to the one which caused the error. If no special

error rules have been included in the grammar, parsing halts. In order to

suppress a flood of error messages, when the parser has detected an error it

enters a special mode called error mode. It remairrs in error mode until a cer-

tain number of input tokens has been read and shifted (ttree tokens in Yacc).

Wtrile in error rnode, any input token causing a further error is deleled from the

input and no message is issued for it. The parser can be forced back into nor-

mal mode by code in the semantic actions supplied as input to Yacc.

Suppose productions for a slaternent denoted by non-terminal sfof are

included in some input to Yacc. A possible error production for sta,f is

stat: error

On detecting an error, the parser attempts to skip over the statement by scan-

ning ahead in the input looking for three tokens that can follow a statement.

Alternatively the error production
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stat: error';'
causes the parser on error to search for a semi-colon in the input, discarding

any token between the poinb of error detection and the next semi-colon.

Let us take a closer look at the actions of the parser on detecting an error,

The parser generated by Yacc for the grarnmar

S-rA
S-SA
A-rc:=d;

with the eror production

A -+ error;
where N = [ S, Ai andT = { c, d, :=, ; i, hastables

Act,ion

i error

Goto"

SAState

0

1

I

q

+

5

6

(

A

I

S3

S3

RS-rA

RS-+SA

RA -r error

RA-rc:=d;

S4

S4

RS-rA

accept

RS.'A

RS*SA RS-+SA

R A - error RA-eror

RA-c: RA-'c

Suppose the parser is given the eroneous input

c:=ct;
c:=d
c;=d:

The resulting confi.gurations of the parser are as follows, where the symbol $

12

5
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denotes the bottom of the stack and the end of the input, Sn means shift to

state rr,, and Rp means reduce by productionp,

Stack Input Action

$0 c:=di c:=dc:=d;$ 53

$0c3 :=d; c:=dc:=d;$ So

$0c3:=6 d; c:=dc:=d;$ SB

$0c3:=6dB ;c:=dc:=d;$ Sg

$0c3:=6dB;9 c:=dc:=d;$ RA.c:=d;

$0A2 c:=dc:=d;$ RS-A

$0S1 c:=dc:=d;$ 53

$0S1c3 :=dc:=d;$ 56

$0Stc3:=6 dc:=d;$ SB

$0S1c3:=6dB c:=d;$ inserterrorand

pop stack urrtil eror is legal token

$0 S 1 error c := d;$ 54

$0 S l error4 c:= d;$ further error - delete Loken

$0 S 1 error 4 ;= d;$ further error - delete Loken

$0 S 1 emor 4 d;$ further error - delete token

$Os1error4 i$ S7

$0s1ettor4;7 $ RA+error;

$0S1A5 $ RS+SA

$0S1 $ accePt

which yields a parse tree with frontier

e:=d;error;
Note the silent deletion of three tokens from the stack and a further three

tokens from the input,
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5. Condensation and Correction

Phrase-Ievel recovery is used in a two-phase error recovery scheme irnple-

mented rn a simple precedence parser by Graham and Rhodes [Graham?s]. The

first phase, a corrdensati.anphose, attempts to summarize the context surround-

ing the point of error detection. Secondly, a correct'i'onphnse changes the parse

stack and remaimng input so that the parser may proceed normally. No

changes are made to the scanned input,'

The condensation phase starts by making a backtlwd rnoue, an attempt to

make reductions on the stack before the point of emor detection; then it makes

a fontardrLoue, an attempt. to parse input after the point of error detection.

The forward move terminates when a subsequent error is detected, or when the

parser calls for a reduction involving the error on the stack. No limit is placed

upon lhe amou.nt of input which can be read during the forward move.

The correction phase aims to change the parse stack to contain a sequence

of symbols which could occur while parsing a sentence in the }anguage. Changes

to sequences of symbols are considered which will correct the error "locally",

i.e. which idlt change the eontents of the stack at the point of error lo be the

right hand side of a production or its prefix which is legal in context, To choose

between changes, a weighted min-imum distance measure is used, so the chosen

correction is the one requiring rninirnum modiflcation to the stack. Cost vectors

are used to compute the measure: for each grarnmar symbol, vectors give the

cost of inserting and deleting the symbol on the stack. A cost function is also

used to give the cost of replacing one symbol by another. If the total cost

eXceeds some maxirnum, the parser resorls to a form of "panic mode", not

detailed by Graham and Rhodes. A panic mode scheme is a simple language-

independent scheme which makes use of a (language-dependent) class of special

tokens, sometimes called "beacons", such as ; or end AJter an error is
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detected, the parser skips input symbols until one of the beacons is eneoun-

tered; the stack is then deleted until this token is legal for the top of stack.

We use the grammar of the previous section, without the error production,

to illustrate the method. The table of sirnple precedence relations for this

grarnmar is as follows.

On input

c:=d;
c:=d
c:=d;

the configurations of the parser are

Stack

q

$e

$c:=

$c:=d

$c:=d;

$A

eq

$Sc

Tnnr rl

c:=d; c:=dc:=d;$

:=d; c:=dc:=d;$

d; c:=dc:=d;$

;c:=dc:=d;$

c:=dc:=d;$

c:=dc:=d;$

c:=dc:=d;$

:=dc:=d:$

Action

S

S

S

\

RA-c:=d;

RS.'A
q

s

S

A

'=

d
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$Sc:= dc;=d;$ S

$Sc:=d c:=d:$ epor

A cbaraeter-pair error is detected - there is no relation

between the tokens d and c, In the condensation phase of

eror recovery, there is no backrvard move as no reductions

are possible. The forward move marks the error point,

stacks the input token and continues, assuming the relation

< or = between the symbol preceding the error point and

the symbol following it.

$Sc:=d?c

$Sc:=d?e:=
qq^.-,lD^.-
quv.-u:u.-

$Sc:=d?c:=

$Sc;=d?A

:= d;$ S

d;$ s

'qqrgU

$ Ra.'c:=d;

$ RS+A

the error point now calls for

made, leaving the parser in

d

d;

Unfortunately the relation ( at

the reduction by S -r A to be

configuration

SSc:=d?S

The forward move terminates because of a character-pair error. The sequences

to be considered for correction are "c := d,', "c := d S,,and,'S,,. There is no pro-

duction right-hand side to replace "c := d" or "s" which is locally correct.
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Replacemenls of "c := d S" by "A", "SA" or "c

the one with least cost would probably be "c

tors. I{e obtain the parse tree with frontier

:= d;" are all IocaIIy correct, and

:= d;" depending on the cost vec-

c := d; c:= d;

so recovery has in efieet deleted the "incorrect" statement.

6. S.R Parsers Ertendedwith Forward Moves

Context around the point of error detection is useful in determining

recovery action and such context can be established by a forward move and a

backward move. LR parsers, unlike simple precedence parsers, do not need a

backivard move as they contain atl left context information in the parse stack,

However, this facl can make restarting an l,R parser difficult, as its next- move

may depend crucially on the entire corect prefix already analyzed. A scheme

for Simple LR parsers lDruseikisT6] constructs states which are used to resLart

after error, The parser chooses a recovery state which makes a "forward rnove",

obtaining contexl. which is used to determine subsequent recovery action, with

no correction made to the parse stack.

Let Ms denote the original Sl,R parser. For each granmar syrnbol v € V an

error recovery state is constructed consisting of all states in the parser that can

accept v regardless of left context. A parser M" is constructed frorn this error

recovery state and its successors; M" is an extension of Ms that can carry out a

forward rnove for the symbol v, TYrc ertended SLR Parser M61 is defined to be

the u.nion of all such parsers M"

Mart = U M"
v€V

Ms'1 is not in general an SLR parser but it contains Ms which is SLR Ms ma!

contain inadequate states, that is states which contain a shift/reduce or

reduce/reduce conflict. In Ms, one symbol of lookahead is sufiicient to resolve
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the conflicts in all inadequate states (Mo is Sl,R(i)); but Mss may contain inade-

quate states with conflicts which cannot in general be resolved by any amount of

lookahead. Such states, termed trapped sfafes, arise because the parsers M" do

not use all the left context available to slates of Ms.

Msxt works as an StR(1) parser, haltng on eror, with the following exten-

sion for its inadequate states. Let q denote Lhe curuent (inadequate) state and x

the next input token. The algorithm for the parser is:

if x is a member of one of q's lookahead sets
then reduce

else if q contains an x-successor
tJren shifL

else beein
signal error
if there is only one possible reduction for q

then reduce and continue Parse
else halt

end

(The reduction performed. by an inadequate state is referred to as the "back-

ward move").

l{hen the parser halls on error, whether frorn an adequate or inadequate

state, l;6e foruuard, rnoue colrlmences. Ttre current state q" is marked on the

stack as containing the point of error detection and parsing restarts with parser

M*, where x is the current inpuL token. M' can always proceed as it can shift x

bv virtue of its construction'

The forward move terminates when one of the following occurs:

Cl A further error is d.etected in a read stabe or an inadequate state that can-

not reduce.

A red.uction is called for that involves reducing over the point of error, i'e-

popping slat,e q, frorn the stack'

The parser enters a trapped state'

lThen the forward move halts, sirnple recoaery invoiving no eorrection to the

c2

C3
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parse stack or scanned input is made, The strategy is to use for recovery onJ.y

context obtained from the forward move.

SR1 If the forward move terminates because of C1, with input symbol x, restart

with parser Mr,

SRZ If the forward move terminates because of C2, with reduction by production

A -r d, restart with parser M1.

SR3 If the forward move terminates because of C3, in trapped state q wiih input

syrnbol x, there are three possibilities,

(a) If q has an x-successor and x is not in any lookahead set for q, restart

M* by taking the x-transition out of q,

(b) If q has no x-successor and x is in the lookahead set for exactly one

symbol A (where I A -n a. ] is an item for q), restart with parser M1.

(c) In all other cases, restart wilh parser M", first signalling an error if q

has no x-successor or x is not in any lookahead set,

Ttre baelnvard rnove in inadequaLe slates and the resolution of trapped states

could be replaced with a new forward move, simplifying the operation of the

parser, but are included for better error messages.

An appropriate error message for a parser to make which halts in a read

state, with no further reductions possible, is a list of the successors of the state

as expected legal symbols. If the parser halts in an inadequate state, the mes-

sage should not include a list of the lookahead symbols for the sLate, as that

would rnislead, but take the form "unexpected symbol".

As a simple example, let us construct the SLR parser for the grammar of

the previous sections. lTe augment the grarnmar with the production S' - S and

obtain the canonical collection of LR(O) items

16: S'-r.S S-.A S-+.SA A-+.c:=d;



Ir = GOTO(Io, S):

Iz = GOTO(Is, A):

Is = GOTO(Io, c):

I+ = GOTO(Ir, A):

GOTO(Ir, c) = Is

1o = GOTO(I3, :=):

Ie = GOTO(I5, d):

Jz = GOTO(Io, ;):

The Sl,R parser has tables

-1.+-

S'-lS. S*S.A

S.'A,

A-rc.:=d;

S -+ SA.

A-+c:=.d;

A-rc:=d.;

A-rc:=di.

A-.c:=d;

To construct the error recovery state for the terminal c

of all states of the original parser which can shift c, which is

11. The basis for state 0 is the set consisting of one itern I S'

we compute the set

the set of states [0,

- .Sl and the basis

S3

Sg accePt

RS-rA RS*A

S5

RS.SA RS-'SA

S7

RA-c:=d: RA-'c:=d;

1D

.t

n

t-

e

+

5

6

7
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for state 1is the setof twoitems IS'* S., S - S,Af. ThebasisZ"fortheemor

recovery state for c consists of those items with a non-empty string to the right

of the dot, i.e. I S'- .S , S -r S.A J. The closure of this set and its successor

states are as follows.

Ie = Closure(2.):
S'-r.S S-S.A
S-r.A
S -+ .SA
A-r.c:=d:

(16 is not a state of Ms)

GOTO(ls, S) = Ir in Mo

Is = GOTO(Is, A):
S-A.
S -r SA,

GOTO(IB, c) = Is in [Io

The additional tables for the parser M" are

If the parser is given input

c:=d:
c:=d
c:=d:

it detects error after shifting the second d, when it is in con-flguration

Stack

$0 S 1 c 3 := 5 d 6

Input

c := d:$

Action

State

Action

c:=d;$

Goto

SA

I
S3

accept

19
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No backrvard move (reduction) is possible in state 6' State 6

is marked as the point of error detection and the forward

move starts with parser M", i.e. staLe B' The remaining

configurations of the parser are

$0 S 1 c 3:= 5 d 6 ? B

$0S1c3:=5d6?BcB

$0 S L c 3 ;= 5 d 6 ? B c 3 := 5

$0 S 1 c 3 := 5 d 6 ? B c 3 := 5 d 6

$0 S 1 c3:= 5 d6?Bc 3:= 5 d6 ; 7

$0 S 1 c 3 := 5 d 6 ? B A I

c := d:$ 53

:= di$ Sb

d;$ SG

;$ s7

$ RA-+c:=d;

$ accept

yielding two parse trees for the derivalions

S+A+c:=d; andA=ic:=d;
Recovery has had the effect of deleting the "incorrect" statement from the

input.

?. l,R Parsers Extended. vith Forward f,{oves

LR (as opposed to Simple l,R) parsers may also be exLended with recovery

states which parse ahead to obtain forward contexL. The forward move per-

formed by such states is developed as a parallel parse by Pennello and DeRemer

lPennelloTB]. The parallelism is serialized for implementation, in the form of

exLra recovery sLates which return forward context that is used in selecting a

repair to the input and Parse stack.

The forward move algorithm, called FMA, starts with no left context, i.e. no

reference to the parse stack, and proceeds until il must refer to the "missing"

left context, when it halts. It carries out all possible parses of the input in
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parallel, as long as they agree on the next move, and do not refer to the missing

left contexb.

FMA maintains a stack of sets of states which keep track of the parallel

parses. The first step of F}IA is to push the set of all parser states onto the

stack, The set of all successor states for the current input token is computed

and pushed on the stack, and the input is advanced by one token. At each sub-

sequent step, each state in the set on top of the stack is inspected to see what

move it would make on the next input token. if all the states in the set that can

accept the token agree on the move, and it does not refer to the rnissrlg ieft

context, FMA makes that move. Thus FMA follows aII paths that allow parsing of

the input, It halts if two different paths end in states that disagree on their. nexL

move, if all paths end in states which call for a reduction over the error point, if

the entire input is accepted, or if another error is detected, When FMA halt.s, it

returns the forward context it has established, where lhe conl"ext is given by the

string of grammar symbols vl...vn lhat give the transitions for the current stack

Qo'.'Q", i.e.

E(qi-t, vi) = q for all gi € Q:, 1 < icn
The v1 are uniquely deflned by the stack because of the rnethod of construction

of LR parser states.

FMA is readily converted into an ailgorithm for practical implernentation

which rnanipulates slates rather than sets of states in a similar \ray to the

conversion of an NFA into a DFA

FMA gives the parser the ability to restart after detecling an error. The

scheme also attempt.s to repair the input; ib assumes that a simple error of a

single terminal delelion, insertion or replacement has been made, and that the

parser detects such an error where it occurs. The parser runs trials of all possi-

ble repairs of the form of a single terminal deletion, in-sertion or substitution. If
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no trial leads to the accept state, for an LR(k) parser either the error occurred

before the parser detected it or the simple error assurnption was incorrect. For

an Sl,R(k) or l,AJ-R(k) parser, the parser may have made reduetions before

detecting error.

Before making any trials, in order to limit the repeated parsing of the

remaining input FMA is apptied recursively to the rernaining input, excluding the

token at the point of eror dei,ection, which is assumed to be in error. Ttris pro-

cess, called FMA+, consumes aII the remaining input returning a seguence of for-

ward contexts (sequence of strings of grammar symbols). The exbended forward

context is used in trials of all possible repairs. If no trial succeeds, the recovery

scheme backs down the stack one symbol at a time, trying deletions and

replacements of each symbol followed by insertions before that symbol. It rnay

be worth using nonterminals as replacement and insertion synrbols, as well as

terminals. The technique of "stack forcing", where the stack is searched for a

slate that can read the LHS of a production called for by a reduce state in the

top set of the stack, appears to have potential when considering recovery from

errors which have been detected late and caused many erroneous reductions.

it is irnpractical to parse all remaining input and FMA" is stopped after pro-

ducing a convenient number (seven is suggested) of symbols of forward context,,

A trial is then deemed successful if all that forward context can be parsed.

Further errors in the input rnay cause FMA+ to halt before producing the

required number of symbols, in which case the first repair to reach the new

error poinl is chosen,

This method of error recovery means that parsing proceeds in non-

canonical order (the parser does not produce a rightmost derivation in reverse

of the input string), so it may not be worth performing semantic actions which

generate code or check semantics, as such actions may occur in incorrect
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order. But it is worth continuing to build an abstract syntax tree as simple

repairs will build the tree appropriately. FMA can be made practical by pre-

computing the state sets and transitions between thern which are computed

dynarnically in FMA. The algorithrn for FMA can be modified to manipulate the

pre-computed sets of states, The only overhead in speed which the modifled

FTvlA imposes on the LR parsing algorithm is in the case where a reduction is

ealled for, where it must check whether the reduction extends over the error

point.

Continuing our simple example of a parser for the granunar of Section 4,

the f,R(1) parse table (and the tAl,R(1) tabte) for ttus grarnmar is the same as

the SLR table given in Section 6, Using the sarne input of

c:= d;
c:= d
c:=d;

the parser detects error at the same point, afLer shifting the second d in state 6.

Ft{A starLs by pushing the set of all parser states on its stack of sets of states,

and then comput.es the set of all successor states for the nexb input token c,

pushing that set on its stack and advancing the input. There is only one succes-

sor state for c which is staLe 3, The parse then proceeds, the confi.gurations

being as foilows (where Kdenotes the set of all states):

Stack

$l'c [3f

$n'c [3J := [5]

$n'c [3] ;= [5J d [6J

$rc [3J := [5J d lsl ; lzj

Input Aetion

:= d;$ Sb

d;$ 56

;$ s7

$ RA-c;=d;
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Ttre reduction called for, by production A -r c:= d; ' is per-

mitted as there are enough sets of states on the stack' So

FMA red.uces, popping four sets of states, and pushes onto

the stack the set of all A-successor states for the states in

the set now on toP of the stack'

$rA 12, 4l

The moves cailed for now are Reduce by S -r A and Reduce

by S * SA, that is the stales in the set do not agree on the

next.move'andsoFMAterminates'retrrrningtheforrvard

conlext ,,A". A trial with the insertion of a semi-colon in the

input will succeed: from the con-figuration

$0 S i c 3 := 5 d 6 ;c:=d;$

[he parser continues to trace out the Cerivation fol the "correct" input

S=>SA*Sc:=d; *SAc:=d; *Sc:=d; e:=d; =)Ac:=d; c:=d;

=>C:=d: C:=d; c:=d;

B. AForrardf,trove forYacc

The popular Berkeley Pascal system [Joy8o] eontains a parser which is gen-

erated by a version of Yacc that has been modifled to incorporate an irnproved

error recovery scheme [Graham?9], Th" goal of the scherne is to continue pars-

ing after errors, grving as many useful d.iagnostic messages as possible, particu-

larly important in a parser which is much used by students new to
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programming. To achieve this, the scheme uses error productions in the gram-

mar, a forward move to obtain right context, and a recovery choice based on

weighted costs and on semantic information, Lexical and semantic analyses are

used as weII as syntactic analysis to give these high quality correcLions. In order

for the scheme to be practical in space and time, only bechniques which can be

implemented efiieiently are used. Recovery actions are of two kinds, first leuel

and second Leuel recovery. In first level recovery, changes of a single token

insertion, deletion or replacement are made to the inpub. Cert,ain errors cannot

be handled by sueh treatment and the scheme recovers gracefully by invoking

second level recovery, in which an incorrect phrase approximating a slring

derivable from a non-terminal is identified and replaced.

The scheme is irnplernented in the IAL,R parser generator Yaec. In a parse

table produced byYacc, if a state has exactly one reduction, then the entries for

all tokens which cannot be shifted give that reduction. These default redttctiorx

reduce the table size but may hinder error recovery, as reductions on the stack

may be rnade in the presence of an illegal next input token. In this scheme,

undoing reductions on the stack is considered infeasible: but default reductions

are replaced with the actual lookahead symbols, for some designated states.

Ttre gramrnar is augmented with error produciions containing the Yacc error

token. States which shift the error token have no defaull reductions but, have all

their lookahead tokens enumerated. Error productions are given for the major

non-terminals of the language only. The table size is kept practical as some

default reductions remain.

On error, the parser inserts error before the next input token, and reduces

the stack until a state is reached which inspects the nex[ input token, The error

token is seen and emor recovery is invoked. This is equivalent to the baclovard

move of Graham and Rhodes [Graham?5]; it condenses the lett contexL informa-
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tion, the error productions controlling the arnount of condensat'ion'

For first level recovery, no preli.rninary forward move is made as it appears

to be too costly. instead a smail set of changes to the input is computed and a

forward. move is run on each of these. The first level changes considered are sin-

gle token changes involving the next input token at the point of error detection

and the shift tokens for the current state. The changes are deletion of the input

token, insertion of each shift token before it, and replacernent of it by each shifl

token. In add.ition to changes involving Lhe input token al the point of error

detection, if the last action of the parser before detecting errorwas a shift, then

that previous input token is on top of the parse stack: it is rernoved and placed

back on the input and the same sel, of changes involving that input token and all

shiff, tokens for the cuffent state is considered, No sernantic actions need to be

undone as the backup involves a singie input token. For each such change' a

forward move is mad.e on the input, halting when either a speci-fied number of

tokens has been consurned, another syntax error is detected, or a reduclion is

made which gives a semantic error'

The cost of each ffrst ievel repair is then computed' Each terminal has a

cost associated with it. The basic cost of the repair is the sum of the costs of

terminals deieted, inserted or replaced in the repair. The basic cost is then

multiplied by a factor indicating progress in the forward move' If the specified

number of input tokens is consumed this factor is one, consuming fewer tokens

gives larger factors. A repair may be eliminated before a f orward move is made

on it if its basic cost is higher than the total cost of a repair already found'

Higher costs are assigned to repairs which invoive tokens with semantic attri-

butes. Lower costs are assigned to repairs which replace some keywords by

id.entifiers, A forward. rnove is end.ed if it calls for a reduction which gives

another error, and such a repair is assigned a higher cost'
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If no repair is found with a iow enough cost, and the state of the parser

which invoked the error recovery mechanism has orrly one shift token, then that

token is inserted in the input. A second such insertion is not permitted.

Second level error recovery is invoked if the first level recovery fails to find

a single terminal repair with low enough cost, The stack is popped until a state

is reached whieh shifts the eror token. The input is advanced until a token is

reached which is either a legal shjft for the state or one of a set of "beacon"

syrnbols for the language, The latter are equivalent to the special tokens used in

panic mode schemes.

The recovery scheme produces one short message for each error, stating

the token involved and the recoverv action taken.

Using the grammar and input from Section 4 as a simple example, the only

legal shift token for the state which detects error is a semi-colon. Inserting this

allows a forward move to consume the rest, of the input; deleting the nexb token

or replacing it with a semi-colon does not allow the forward move to proceed far.

So the "obvious" repair is made at the flrst level of recoverv.

9. Forrard" Hoves and Scope Recovery

Another two-phase error recovery scheme whose first phase att.empLs local

correction rn steps, backing up the parse staek by one symbol at each step, and

whose second phase performs phrase-Ievel recovery, is implernented in LL(1)

and I,ALR(1) parsers by Burke and Fisher [eurte8Z]. T?re error routine, invoked

when the parser can make no legal action, requires the parse stack to be in the

configuration obtaining when the token preceding the token at the poinl of error

detection was *shifted. SLR and LAI,R parsers and LR parsers with default reduc-

tions do not satisfy this requirement, and such parsers have to delay reduetion-s

until the next shift occurs.
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Simple recovery of a single terminal insertion, deletion or replacement is

tried flrst; if no such repair succeeds, insertion, deletion or replacement of a

sequence of terminals is tried. The aim of inserted text is to close one or more

open scopes, where a scope is a nested construct such as a procedure, block,

control structure or bracketed expression. This form of reeovery is called scope

recouer!.

The first phase of recovery, primary recovery, backs up the parse stack in

stages, by removing a symbol from it and inserting the symbol on the input, At

each stage trials of single token repairs are made. Repairs of merging, inser-

tion, substitution, scope recovery and deletion are tried in that order. lvlerging

is joining the previous token with the current token, or the current token with

the next token. 'l'he lokens used for substitution and insertion are those legal in

the current configuration.

A trial of a repair is deemed successful if it enables the parser to consume

a specified number of input tokens. If more than one repair is successful an

arbitrary repair is chosen. If no reparr succeeds buL one repair enables the

parser to consurne more tokens than any other, that repair is chosen providing

the number of tokens consumed exceeds some minimum. If no repair succeeds

at one stage, the parse stack is backed up one symbol and trials are made. The

process is repeated until a repair succeeds or the stack is backed up to a scope

opener token such as begin, when secondary recovery is invoked.

Second.ary recovery restores the parse to the configuration when the error

recovery routine was first ealled. It then deletes symbols one by one, starting

with the input token at the point of error detection and continuing to delete

symbols from the parse stack: it may insert sequenees of tokens that close

scope, then checking to see if parsing can continue.

The method uses language-specifi.c maps, for specifying scope opener and
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closer conslructs, and for controlling primary and secondary recovery for com-

mon errors or errors which are difficult to handle. Examples are a map which

Iists for a given pair of tokens those tokens that should never be inserted

between the pair, and a map which lists tokens that shouid never be substituted

for a given token,

Diagnostic messages are synthesized from Lhe error recovery action and

the tokens involved, and state the chosen repair,

10. Flducial Synnbols for Phrase{,evel Recovery

The phrase-level recovery strategies we have seen so far employ different

means of identifying the phrase which contains an emor and different ways of

choosing a replacement for that phrase. Yet airother method is based on

fi.d,ucint (trustworlhy) symbols, syntactic tokens chosen for the extent to which

such a token constrains a string following it in a sentential form [PaiB0]. A

strong fid.ucinJ sgm"bol is one for which all sentential sufiixes starting with that

symbol can be derived from a single sentential su-fiix (the symbol fully con-

strains all su-ffixes starting with that symbol). Au;eak fi.dzt"cinl symtbol is one for

which all sentential suffixes of non-recursively defined sentential forms which

start with that symbol can be derived from a sentential sufiix

Error recovery is based on weak flducial symbols, as there are few strong

fiducial symbols for programming Ianguage granunars, but appropriate gram-

rnars can be chosen which yield many reserved words as weak flducial symbols'

On detecting error, the parser scans the input until a flducial symbol f is

encountered.. The stack is popped until the top of stack symbol is the flducial

symbol f or a non-terminal which derives a string containing f, or until the stack

is empty. In the case that the top of stack is now a non-terminal, it is replaced

with a sentential sufiix starting with f; in the case that the staek is empty, the

start symbol of the grarlmar is pushed onto it. Parsing can now resbart'
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lYeak fi.ducial symbols are characterized as possessLng ueok phrase Leuel

urviqueness.' a terminal o has weak phrase level uniqueness in a grammar G if G

is ernpty, or if

(1) a occurs at most once in the right hand sides of produetions of G, say in a

productionA+ aoF, and

(2) the non-terrninai A has weak phrase level uniqueness in the grarnmar

obtained from G by deleting all productions for A and considering ,4 to be a

terminal.

This rnethod has been used for second-Ievel recovery in a LL(i) parser but

could also be suitable for LR parsers,

11. Phrase-Ievel Recovery in IALR Parsers

The phrase-Ievel strategy of Leinius fleinius?O] is used as the basis of an

effieient automatic rnethod in the compiier-writing system HLP (the Helsinki

Language Processor) [Rarha83] lSippu83]. Local corections and use of left con-

text are incorporaled in the basic strategy. HLP, as Yacc, generates LALR

parsers with default reductions, but the approach to error recovery does not

require forward moves on the input or elimination or postponement'of deiault

reductions. Instead the strategy is to isolate, in the parser configuration which

detects error, ar1 error phrose, a sequence of parse states and input tokens con-

taining the point of error detection, and replace it by a non-terminal vrhose

insertion in the confi.guration allows parsing to continue. Thus in the parser

confieu-ration

90,..$9i+r...cln I a0...aj_rd1...d,,

where the qr. are parser states and the ar are input tokens, the aim is to isolate

an error phrase

9i+r."9m I ao'.'a1-r
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and replace it with a non-terminal A such that q has an A-successor state q11

which can accept the input token a1, that is the con-fi.guration

e0,,.9:cl,l I aj. .4"

is legal. Ttre effect of this reconfiguration is the same as if a reduction by the

error production

A -+ vi+r,..vmao...aj-r

had been made, where the v. are the accessing symbols for the states q-", i'e'

D (+-t, v") = g" for r = if 1,,.,,rn

The basic idea of the method is to select a candidate error phrase and find

a reduction goal for it; if the reduction goal is not suitable, then the process is

repeated with the next candidate error phrase, Given an error phrase there

may be more than one reduction goal for it. For example, in Pascal the error

phrase of a partially parsed erroneous statement has reduction goals the non-

terminal Staternent and all special cases including Compound-Statent'ent,

Assignrnent-Staternenf and lJnlabelLed-Statem.ent. Whichever reduction goal is

chosen, the parser enters a confi.guration with a staLe whose accessing symbol is

Staternent on top of the stack. A reduction goal A of an error phrase is said to

be importunt If. the error phrase has no reduction goal B that can non-trivially

derive A usrr.,g only prod.uctions whose right-hand sides are single non-ierminals.

The method aims to flnd a untque important reduction goal for an error

phrase; but also aims to use left context in the selection of reduclion goals, i,e.

input aiready correctly parsed. If the contents of the stack are assurned to be

eorrect, then the stack states to be replaced by a reduction goal should

correspond to a prefix of a string derivable from the reduction goal A reduction

goal A of an error phrase gi+r.,.clm I ao. .a.i-r is feo.sihle if there is a string z of ter-

minals such that

A$via1.,.v*z
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where the v. are the accessing syrnbols of the q.,

For recovery in practice it is usually enough to inspect the first state qial in

the stack part of the error phrase. The notion of feasibility is relaxed as follows:

a reduction goal A of an error phrase is uteokly feo.sihle if A ean non-trivially

rightmost derive a string of the form vi11z. So a candidate error phrase is

accepted as the error phrase for recovery if it has a unique important weakly

feasible reduction goal.

The first candidate error phrase is the shortest possible one, i.e. containing

no states and no tokens. Longer phrases are selected in an order chosen by the

user of HLP, the defaull order being one in which stack states are consumed

twice as fast as input tokens. It can happen that no candidate error phrase has

a unique important weakly feasible reduction goal, for example if the parser has

recognized a sentence but [okens remain on the input, in this case lhe top state

on the stack is deleled and the parser restarts, usuallv in an error

conflguration.

Local corrections of a single terminal insertion, deletion or replacement

are desirable, because phrase-level recovery depends heavily on the productions

of the grarnmar. A simple error such as omitting a semicolon from a construc-

tion can cause the deletion of an entire statement. The oroductions

Statement-List -+ Statement I Statement-List ; Statement

cause Statement-List to be chosen as a reduction goal and statement delimiters

are the only recovery symbols. Loeal corrections are computed as terminal or

empty reduction goals, The cost of each possible local. coruection is computed

from deletion and insertion costs assigned to each token by the implementer,

Ttre local correction with lowest cost is chosen, unless there is more than one

such, or the cost is too high. In this case normal phrase-Ievel recovery takes

place.
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T\uo messages are produced for each eror detected by the parser, a mes-

sage telling where and why the parser has detected error, and afler recovery a

message teliing what action has been taken. For example, a Pascal program

starting with

var l, n: real;

gives rise to messages

* No Program ean start with this.
The recovery action was to insert Prograrn-Heading.

12. OtherYork

[Gri.es?4] contains a short readable introduction to the literature on error

recovery. There is a bibliography of error-handling schemes in aII parsers in

[Ciesingerzg], and an indexed bibliography of LR parsers in [Burgess8l], A sur-

vey and bibliography of syntax error handling in eornpilers is given in [Sippu8l].

IGries?1] gives an introduction to synlax error recovery, illustrating recovery

for top-down parsers with lrons' technique using global context [irons63] and

recovery for bottom-up parsers with a panic-mode scheme as described in

lMckee?01.

An automatic error recovery scheme by Mickunas and Modry [MickunasT8]

extends the technique of Graham and Rhodes [Graham?5] to LR parsers. The

scheme performs cortdensati.onby restarting the parser from the point of error

detection and parsing until a second error is encountered or the parser tries to

reduce over the error point, and correctinn by trying to }ink the sequence of

parser stales before error detection and the seguence of states obtained by con-

densation by inserting a single terrninal. If correction is not possible the parse

stack is backed up one state at a time. There may be several condensalions, as

the parser is reslarted in any state that can shift the token that caused the

error, and all are considered,
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A theoretical model which guarantees the minimurn number of changes to

the entire input string is the minimum Hamming distance correction. Aigo-

rithms based on this model are given by Aho and Peterson [Aho?2a], lTagner and

Fischer [lTagner?4], Lyon flyon?a] and Backhouse fBackhouse?9], A collection

of error transformations is defi.ned, a simple example beurg insertion or deletion

of single terminals. T?re shortest sequence of error transformations that maps

any valid string into an erroneous string is the minimum distance correction. In

general this method is too costly to be used in practice, as the best lmown algo-

rithm for a minimum distance error correction parser is O(n8). Backhouse finds

this impractical and implements a panic-mode scheme in a recursive descent

parser, based on lYirth's own scheme for PLl0 [WirttrZ6], Wlrth uses error pro-

ducLions in the PL360 compiler [WirthOB] to enable the parser to take special

action in constru.cts where errors are expected by the compiler designer.

Somewhere between the locally least-cost model which involves one token

at a tirne, and the globally least-cost model of Aho and Peterson, is the idea of

regionally least-cosl repair, which selects some region and finds the least-cost

repair lo that region. T?ris forms the basis for a forward move algorithm for LL

and LR parsers iMauney82].

13. Discussion

The simple scheme employed in Yacc has the advantages of being fast to

run and simple to irnplernent. However, diagnostic rnessages issued by a parser

generated by Yacc are not of consistently good quality, because little informa-

tion about the nature of an error is available; this fact also hinders recovery. No

errors are detected in skipped texL. Error productions as used in Yacc and

[Graham?9] have the disadvantages of afiecting error recovery in ways wirich

may not be obvious to the user of the parser generator (see the example in Sec-

tion 4), and of introducing arnbiguities in the grarnmar and making it unwieldy.
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For example, if we include in the grarnmar

E-TlE+T
T.Flt+R
F-rid

the error prod.uctions

E-TerrorlE+terror
1'.FerrorlT+Ferror

Yacc reports two shift./reduce conflicLs (these con-flicts are resolved in favour of

shift).

Druseikis and Ripley's method [Druseikis?6] for continuing the parse after

error provides the starting point for many schemes which seek to repatr the

input locally using tokens legal for the current state. BuL their paper gives the

method only for SLR parsers, does not use left context and does not altempt to

repair the input. When repair is not attempted it is reasonable to ignore left

context, as the oniy aim is to parse the remaining input, and the probability of

introducing spurious errors is lessened. But repair is desirable in production

compilers and use of left context aids reparr. Pennello and DeRemer fPen-

nelloT8] attempt repair, buL first make a forward move using no left context and

then make trials of repairs involving single terminals only. This appears imprac-

tical for two reasons: it is tirne-consuming and it uses an insufficiently rich set of

repairs.

For schemes which use eosts ([Graham?5], [Graham?9], [Mauney82],

[SippuBS]), the quality of diagnostic messages and repar depends on the

implementer's choice of cost vectors. Similarly the use of language-specific

rnaps by [Burke82] requires the irnplementer to choose such rnaps carefully.

A surprising number of schemes require changes bo be made to the parse

stack ([Graham75], fPennello?B], lMickunasz8], fBurke8z], [PaiB0], [Sippu83]),

Such changes are not always practical (see for example [Gries?t] and [Gra-

ham?9]), because symbols on the stack rnay have been processed and sernantic
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actions such as symbol table manipu-lati.on and intermediate code generation

cannot easilv be undone.

The strength of methods which have achieved practical success (lGra-

ham?9], isippu8S], [Burke82] for example) lies in the combination of local

corrections with phrase-level recovery and heuristic tricks,

The method of Burke and Fisher [Burke8z] has certain weaknesses: the

requirements of delayed reductions, the removal of symbols from the stack, and

the use of various language-dependent maps. The notion of "merging" tokens is

not explained adequately. Scope recovery is a form of panic-mode recovery and

requires the input to contain enough nested constructs so that only a small por-

tion of the stack is deleted.

A sample of students' Pascal programs has been collected by Ripiey and

Druseikis fRiptey?B] and used by several authors (fPennel]o?B], lPai80], lGra-

ham?9], [Sippu83], lBurkeBPJ) to evaluate their recovery schemes. The sample

contains 126 programs with 182 syntax errors. Evaluation criteria used have

been slightly difierent; those used by Pennello and DeRemer fPennello?B] and

Pai and Kieburtz lPai8O] were to rate a correction as excellent iJ it was the same

as a competent prograrrrmer might rnake, good if it was a reasonable correetion

introducing no spurious errors, and poor otherrvise. Sippu and Soisalon-Soininen

ISippuBS] use a similar rating for excellent; a good correction is one which is not

excellent but introduces no spurious errors and misses no actual errors; fair is

one which either introduces one spurious error or misses one error; and poor

otherwise. Graham, Hatey and Joy [Graharn?9] "accurately diagnosed weII over

BA% of. the errors". Burke and Fisher [BurkeBS] "diagnose more than 90% of the

syntax errors accurately". Ciassifying Sippu and Soisalon-Soininen's fair and
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poor erors together as poor we obtain a comparison in tabular form.

ISippuB3]

o%

IPennello?B]

7B%

lPai82l

0%Missed errors

Reeovery action

ExceIIent

Good

Poor

14. Rrture Work

42%

28%

L2%

52%

26%

22%

52%

23%

25Z"

In a review article of 1980, Aho wriLes "Although there have been consider-

able improvements, automatic generation of good diagnostics and error

recovery methods is still wanting" [AhoBO]. ]Te wish to improve error recovery in

parsers generated by Yacc, Yacc is a very popular tool, yet the scherne for

error recovery is quite old, based on [Aho?4], and not easy for novices to handle.

In addition to general irnprovements to Yacc's error recovery, there is a particu-

Iarly suitable case for treatment. The portable C language compiler of Johnson

fJohnson?Bb] is a striking example of a popular compiler containing a Yacc-

produced parser whose diagnostics and repairs need improvement, This parser

does not mention preciseiy where an error was detected, nor what action was

laken to recover, For exarnple, the C program

main0
t

thenx=2; elsex=3;
l

supplied as input to the compiler, gives the unhelpful diagnostics

"ex,c", line 4; syntax error

and the program

rntx= 1;
ic.. -- 1uA--r
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struct I
int real;
int imag;

I compiex

main0
t

intx= 1;

complex.irnag = x;

J

gives the verbose and incomprehensible messages

"ex.c", line 6:warning: old-fashicned initialization: use =
"ex.c", line 7: illegal initialization
"ex,c", line ?: sYtrtax error
"ex.c", line ?: warning: old-fashioned initialization: use =
"ex.c", iine 8: warning: old-fashioned initialization: use =
"ex.c", Iine B: warning: undeclared rnitializer narne x
"ex.c", Iine B: operands of = have incompatible types
"ex.c", line 9: redeclaration of complex
"ex.c", line 9: warning: old-fashioned initialization; use =
"ex,c", line 9: sYntaxirror
"ex.c", Iine 9:warning: old-fashioned initialization: use =
"ex.c", Iine 10: sYnlari error

The work done by Graham, Haley and Joy has produced a Pascal compiler

with diagnostics considerably better than those of the C compiler' 1{e intend to

build, on the work of those authors who have implemented practical schemes

employing local correetions followed by phrase-level recovery ([Graham79],

[PaiBO], lsippu8S]), but we hope to avoid the use of error productions or

changes to the parse stack. A recovery meLhod which on error computes a set'

of tokens for single token insertion, replacement or deletion, then determines

whether the parse can continue, may be a starling poinL. This method seems

Lkely to repair the input only if the error is a simple one and it would be

interesting to know hovr often this assumpLion is reasonable in various contexls'

A tactic to ernploy when this method fails to reeover is needed.

I{e consider that parsers should. have }<nowledge of cornmon errors, if there

are sucht6ngs, and some means of using this }crowledge. At present the irnple-

menter has to incorporate this into a parser by hand and we wish to formalize
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this process,
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